AFA Chapters Can Select from TWO Options
to Benefit Chapter Aerospace/STEM Outreach
to Complement AFA’s Flagship STEM Programs for
Middle and High Schools
Five Options!

Option 1: Complimentary (free) CAP Aerospace Education memberships
for local K-12 formal and informal educators who can be supported by
the chapters. Although CAP has provided this opportunity for several
years, since July 2015 as an adopted AFA STEM program, 1,443 educators
have been given the free membership that includes all the free benefits
of over 40 free curriculum items, 10 free STEM Kits, grants, teacher
flights, and much more! (See next page for details of this option.)
Option 2: The FREE K-6 Aerospace Connections in Education (ACE)
Program- AFA chapters are slowly catching on that this program can be
the most rewarding program of all. Besides all the free materials that
come with membership, the ACE program provides additional free gradelevel specific curriculum guides, class sets of educational materials, class
plaques and student certificates- all at no charge to the schools or the
chapters. The chapter members can help teach classes, bring in speakers,
and arrange field trips- whatever is desired by the school and the AFA
members. As AFA is the Presenting Sponsor for the ACE program, the
only cost to an AFA chapter is if they wish to sponsor classrooms’ ACE
shirts that make the students feel a part of a special team! The cost is
$2.50 per shirt (with AFA national paying the other half of the cost; a
similar structure of the past Visions program). A classroom of 30 shirts
costs $75 and over 340 classrooms have been sponsored by AFA
chapters. This year alone over 25,000 students, 520 teachers, in 39 states
are involved in the AFA/CAP ACE Program. The educators and students
are so proud to think that an organization like the AFA thinks enough of
them to sponsor their class shirts that make them stand out as unique
“ACE Kids.”

CAP’s Reciprocal Support of the AFA
* CAP’s complimentary AE membership for AFA TOYs, and teachers working with the
AFA or attending AFA teacher workshops and/or museum programs
 Each complimentary CAP AE membership an AFA chapter gives to a local educator
becomes a wealth of FREE STEM resources to ignite an interest in STEM with the
teachers and the students!
 Over 40 Free K-12 aerospace-themed STEM books and modules
 Ten FREE STEM Kits (with more being developed by CAP each year)

 Cost to AFA Chapters? Nothing!

Cost to Educators? Nothing!

About 1,443 AFA-supported teachers have had the regular $35 membership fee waived
and received the complimentary memberships worth $60,025 to CAP. * 272 educators
received the complimentary membership in 2016- worth $9,520 to CAP.
 Annual worth to EACH AFA-sponsored CAP educator member? At least
$1,000!
 In 2016 alone, CAP has provided over $272,000 worth of FREE STEM
materials to AFA chapter-sponsored educators.

Contact afa@capnhq.gov
to see how YOUR AFA face can impact ACE!

